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Companion Website

Using Software in Qualitative Research: A Step-by-Step Guide second edition is sup-
ported by a companion website. Visit http://www.uk.sagepub.com/silverlewins2e to 
take advantage of the learning resources for students and researchers, including:

•• Full colour illustrations from the book
•• Sample data to accompany case studies in the book
•• Step-by-step instructions from software developers for the latest versions of the following 

packages: 

 { ATLAS.ti
 { Dedoose
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 { MAXQDA
 { NVivo
 { QDA Miner
 { Transana
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Introduction

The use of technology in qualitative research is not a new idea. Documentary film-
making, the use of photographs and other visual documentary evidence are early 
examples. Subsequently, first analogue and now digital recording devices have been 
used to capture interactions and discussions. Bespoke technological support for 
analytic procedures, however, has a less lengthy and more controversial history. In 
many senses this is curious, given the role of technology in everyday life. The past 
10 years, however, has seen a rise in published academic articles mentioning the use 
of Computer Assisted Qualitative Data AnalysiS (CAQDAS), a rise in demand for 
instruction in their use, and an increase in interest in them from those outside the 
academic social science disciplines within which they originally developed.

This book is the result of a collaboration that started in 1997 when Christina was 
studying for her MSc and Ann was running the CAQDAS Networking Project (CNP), 
which began in 1994. Our work together since then has shaped how we think about, 
use and teach qualitative software, and this book results from those experiences.

In this introduction, we summarise our working relationship, in order to contex-
tualise our thinking about the role of qualitative software, explain why this book is 
needed, and frame the way that we have written it.

Some personal history
We first met during an overview about qualitative software that Ann gave to social 
research methods MSc students at the University of Surrey. Ann’s engagement with 
qualitative research and software started during a period of struggle with a part-time 
history of politics research degree. She was collecting pilot interviews from Labour Party 
activists when she started her post with the CNP. She felt she had dropped from a great 
height, simultaneously into the world of social research methodology, technology and the 
demands of getting a new project off the ground in an innovative methodological area.

The CNP was funded by the UK Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) 
but even so survived from the beginning on a shoestring budget which went up and 
down (mostly down) on seven successive hard-fought-for grants. Ann managed the 
CNP from 1994 to 2010. During that time she helped shape the project’s role whilst 
great changes were occurring in researchers’ expectations and needs of qualitative 
software and support in its use. The project was the brainchild of Nigel Fielding 
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(University of Surrey) and Ray Lee (Royal Holloway University of London) who, 
together with Ann, established its international reputation. Some of the packages, 
mostly begun as academic exercises amongst social researchers, gradually became 
commercial enterprises. Ann raised awareness about less well-known packages and 
delivered training for those establishing a significant place in the research world. The 
project was committed to balancing its main priorities – absolute absence of any 
commercial connection to any one piece of software, answering an increasing 
demand for training, and creating a forum for debate and a space where methodolo-
gists and researchers could meet developers face-to-face.

Christina had conducted qualitative analysis for her undergraduate dissertation 
using manual methods: cutting up photocopied printouts of interviews, marking them 
using coloured highlighter pens and sticking bits of cut-up transcripts on the bedroom 
wall in a matrix of themes (represented as columns) by respondents (as rows). 
Following Ann’s overview, Christina, intrigued by the idea that there might be an 
easier way to manage quantities of data, asked Ann for a free copy of software to use 
for her MSc dissertation. Ann said no! At that time the department only had licences 
for software in the computer lab where training courses were run. Four packages were 
becoming prominent in the UK at that time – ATLAS.ti, WinMax (later MAXQDA), 
NUD*IST (later NVivo) and The Ethnograph. The picture was slightly different 
elsewhere – for example, in the Netherlands the locally developed Kwalitan was well 
used. Already in 1997 the CNP had become a national resource centre for qualitative 
software, with a website, created and maintained by Ann, providing information about 
software developments and forums for discussion between users and developers.

Ann’s recommendation to the poverty-stricken student was to download a free trial 
version. NUD*IST fitted the bill as the trial version was fully functional (the only 
restriction being that you could not save your work). Christina duly transcribed her 
interviews and over a bank holiday weekend, set about importing them and began cod-
ing. Work started off very broadly, printing out bodies of initially coded data and work-
ing on those printouts with highlighter pens and scissors. The dissertation was on a knife 
edge! At any moment there could have been a power cut, a computer or software crash.

Ann was helpful and encouraging, showing Christina how to get as much done as 
possible within time constraints and concerns that her computer might overheat if left 
on for days on end. After working on exported hard-copy code reports and giving the 
computer a rest, Christina reimported them as new data files, recoded and interro-
gated them. It was thus a quasi-computer-assisted approach, but it got the job done 
and the degree was obtained. Later that year Christina started a PhD, and from 1998 
began assisting Ann with software training courses, as the interest in qualitative soft-
ware and thus participant numbers were rapidly increasing. That was 17 years ago. 
Christina is now running the CNP, since Ann retired from the university in 2010.

Via the CNP and our consultancy, QDA Services, we have trained more than 
12,000 researchers in the use of qualitative software. We have taught on postgraduate 
methods programmes, consulted on the technical and methodological aspects of aca-
demic and applied research projects, conducted analysis on qualitative and mixed 
methods datasets, and troubleshooted for hundreds of researchers struggling with 
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technical and conceptual aspects of using software. We have used different products 
in our own research. We have discussed, deliberated and disagreed amongst ourselves 
and with methodologists, students, researchers and software developers. We have, 
above all else, learnt from each other and those who have attended our training events 
and seminars.

Our thinking
When we teach, no two sessions are the same because participants arrive with different 
expectations and needs. Some are very methodologically oriented or experienced in 
specific manual analytic procedures. Such participants tend to know exactly what they 
want from software and either quickly succeed in finding it and leave satisfied, or feel 
frustrated because the software does not appear to live up to their expectations in 
some way. Others are much more practical in their thinking. Occasionally this mani-
fests itself in a desire for short-cuts to speed up analysis. These participants often leave 
disappointed. More usually, participants are looking for systematic ways of managing 
large or complex sets of data. The virtues of CAQDAS packages in this respect come 
through quickly. The point for us has always been that software can be manipulated to 
suit a range of needs, that these needs vary from project to project, researcher to 
researcher, and change as projects progress. Contexts such as sector, discipline, meth-
odology and computer ‘savviness’ all play their part in how individual researchers get 
on with CAQDAS packages. Many can teach themselves how to operate software, but 
what our workshops additionally do is to present packages in their entirety. Illustrating 
how to put the elements of software together so that you can exploit their potential 
fully is where we hope we add real value. Being methodologically aware adds an addi-
tional dimension when working in academic contexts. In applied contexts (e.g. public 
consultations, service evaluations), being clear about the practicality of required out-
comes is fundamental to successful software use. PhD students fare better when they 
embark on software use with clearly specified analytic needs, have supportive and 
technologically knowledgeable supervisors and when they keep detailed notes about 
their software use so they can adequately justify their processes later on.

Using software is a creative process since qualitative software packages – in 
essence and design – are inherently flexible. There might well be an efficient way of 
proceeding, but there are multiple pathways to reaching a particular end-point and 
multiple purposes for doing so. Though key things need to be achieved in a work-
shop, the real driver for how it flows and the precise route we take are the partici-
pants. In the years we spent working and teaching closely together, we acted as a 
test-bed for ideas and applications for software use. There are challenges in reacting 
to the individual needs of participants. Finding solutions to a range of problems 
expanded our own understanding of the potential of software. We got to know 
developers and, together with many other software users, influenced the ways in 
which packages improved. Of course we cannot take too much credit for that! 
Although experienced users’ feedback is critical, developers do know a thing or two 
about the potential of technology and how to make it work for analytic purposes!
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The CNP is predicated upon the idea that there is no one ‘best’ software package. 
Each has a range of tools. There are general similarities, but each has different emphases 
and qualities. There are also tools in individual packages that are quite distinctive. We are 
impressed by some of these special aspects, and we hope this book will illustrate them.

Why a second edition?
The first edition of this book, published in 2007,  resulted from a clear need for 
specific step-by-step support in the use of software. It was Ann’s conceptualisation; 
Christina muscled in on it. The orientation was explicitly and intentionally practical. 
Many people do not read software manuals and find help menus confusing. Ann 
wanted to demystify the area in a practical way, and the first edition was firmly 
framed around that aim. Christina’s current focus is to develop the teaching of 
technology within methodological frameworks. As software and research develop, 
the dialectic between them changes. So, in general terms, this second edition has 
been updated to account for some of the major developments that have occurred 
in the field since 2007. This has resulted in broadening the packages we continually 
illustrate and refer to. They do not all have the same focus, emphasising and excel-
ling in different aspects of functionality. Some of the special elements within par-
ticular packages will appeal to different types of researcher.

The main issue with the first edition, as with most books about software, is that 
the specific technical information contained within it was quickly overtaken by 
software developments. We have therefore taken out most of the software-specific 
and step-by-step instruction from this edition, placing it on a companion website 
that we can keep up to date as new versions are released (www.uk.sagepub.com/
silverlewins2e). Some of the software developers have been glad to contribute to 
the creation of these pages and we thank them for that.

The continued demand for CNP training in the full range of packages since the 
publication of our first edition is testament to a relative – and continued – failure 
of academic institutions to embed instruction in the technical aspects of CAQDAS 
packages into undergraduate and postgraduate curricula. More significantly, the 
questions still routinely asked at our training sessions indicate there to be a related 
lack of awareness of the methodological implications of using software to manage 
data and analyses. Therefore we have expanded this edition to offer more methodo-
logical contextualisation, including more detailed attention to visual analysis and 
mixed methods approaches. This is in response to increasing interest from outside 
academic social science disciplines and increasing requests for descriptions of how 
to undertake certain types of analysis using particular software packages. Both these 
trends speak to the breadth in potential for the use of CAQDAS packages, and the 
continued need for specific advice about how to use them.

To a certain extent this book is about highlighting excellence, both in the impor-
tant routine tasks and in special or unique functions. We felt there was a need to 
point to particular strengths of software for particular research needs. Although it 
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was not feasible in this book to do so systematically for all methodologies or practi-
cal eventualities, we provide suggestions about phases and tasks of analysis and 
information concerning the general and special provision of tools in these contexts.

Chapter overview
Chapter 1 provides the practical and analytic framework for the book and the way 
we think about and teach software. Broadly, it introduces qualitative data analysis 
in the context of CAQDAS use, discussing some of the main types of analysis that 
can be supported by them. It defines the term ‘CAQDAS’ and the way we under-
stand and use it; discusses the practicalities of research in the software context; 
provides some historical contextualisation about the rise of qualitative software; and 
discusses selected analytic strategies in the context of software use. The chapter 
emphasises a critical yet flexible approach to the use of CAQDAS packages, con-
sidering analytic processes, levels of work and cuts through data, which resonate 
through the remainder of the book.

Chapter 2 outlines the key ways in which CAQDAS packages can support 
research projects. It illustrates their project management potential and discusses the 
implications of this for the ways in which tools can be used effectively and effi-
ciently. The focus is a discussion of analytic activities that are common to many 
approaches (Figure 2.1; p. 45), describing our model for how these may intersect 
with software tools and the sense in which software projects can reflect research 
design. The chapter describes the three case studies that the illustrated processes 
contained throughout the book are based on: Case A, Young People’s Perceptions; 
Case B, The Financial Downturn; and Case C, Coca-Cola Commercials. The chapter 
concludes by stressing that choosing the ‘right tools for the job’ depends on the 
nature of the project, and that software is inherently flexible, such that it always 
remains the researchers’ decision what, when, why and how to use tools.

Chapter 3 summarises the CAQDAS packages featured in this book: ATLAS.ti, 
Dedoose, HyperRESEARCH, MAXQDA, NVivo, QDA Miner, and Transana. The 
descriptions provide a general overview of functionality, focusing on what is distinc-
tive about each. Representatives of most of the software companies have contrib-
uted to this chapter, therefore summaries reflect the developmental thinking of 
each software as well as our assessment of their distinctiveness and particular ben-
efits. In the chapters that follow we make reference to these software packages and 
their tools where we believe functionality supports an analytic need particularly 
well. This book is therefore not systematically comparative in its treatment of the 
packages. The purpose is to provide an overview of what these packages can do 
generally, but also to regularly focus attention on aspects of individual software that 
work particularly well for certain analytic tasks. We therefore do not cover every 
function in every software package. The fact that we have not illustrated a tool in a 
particular package does not mean that it is not present. You should refer to the 
product websites for a comprehensive list of software functionality.
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Chapter 4 discusses data and their preparation for use in CAQDAS packages. This 
includes file formats and preparation for textual, multimedia and mixed data. The 
chapter is rather detailed and much of its content might not be relevant to your par-
ticular project, because it covers a whole range of possible data preparation consid-
erations. Therefore, you may not need to read this chapter unless and until you are at 
the point of needing to prepare data for analysis. With respect to textual data, we 
include minimal transcription guidelines and make references to optimal, i.e. software 
specific, guidelines. These often concern inherent structures and units of recognisable 
context. For multimedia data we discuss early considerations, including distinctions 
between working ‘directly’ or ‘indirectly’, the use of social media content and assis-
tance for transcribing. In considering mixed data we outline processes for descriptive 
and quantitative data import, pre-coding and auto-processing functions.

Chapter 5 outlines useful early steps in software, focusing on practical tasks for 
getting started and tools which are important to become familiar with early on. This 
includes setting up software projects and putting early organisational structures in 
place which reflect initial research design, yet maintaining the flexibility to grow ideas 
and alter placeholders as projects evolve. We introduce memos and other forms of 
writing and the importance of being transparent and reflexive in all you do.

Chapter 6 discusses exploration and data-level work, focusing on the key tools 
involved in becoming familiar with data once they are incorporated within a soft-
ware project. This includes discussion of the universal utility of annotation tools, 
quick content-searching tools (including text-mining functionality), hyperlinking, 
and editing and marking textual data for emphasis. The focus is on experimentation 
such that if they are relevant to your analytic needs, you are able to develop a strat-
egy for using them in the context of your own preferred ways of working, the nature 
of your data and the needs of your project.

Chapter 7 discusses principles and processes for qualitative coding in software. 
This involves a broad discussion of different approaches to coding (inductive, 
deductive, abductive) and possible strategies for using software when adopting 
code-based approaches. There is a separate section on coding visual data, and the 
chapter concludes with discussion concerning limits and cautions when using soft-
ware coding tools.

Chapter 8 covers basic retrieval options for coded data. It discusses principles, 
purposes and types of simple retrieval, illustrating that a lot can be achieved with-
out recourse to complex query tools. Although we discuss these tasks in a separate 
chapter, retrieval usually occurs in tandem with coding, as part of an iterative pro-
cess. We present them separately only because of the constraints of the linear book 
format. The chapter ends by discussing reflexivity and rigour in the context of code 
and retrieve functionality.

Chapter 9 is the third chapter specifically covering coding tasks, discussing 
ways of working with coding schemes. We discuss the processes of breaking down 
data and building them back together; the differing structures of coding schemes 
in individual packages and their implications; how to escape the confines of the 
structures available and how to handle coding schemes that become too ‘large’.
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Chapter 10 discusses ways CAQDAS packages facilitate managing processes and 
interpretations through writing. This is one of the most important chapters in the book. 
We discuss the importance of writing in analysis, the forms, purposes and spaces for 
writing in software and considerations when doing so. This includes becoming aware 
of how you can integrate your writing with other aspects of work, and the benefits of 
doing so in eventually developing an evidenced and transparent account. We empha-
sise the flexibility provided by customised qualitative software in this respect.

Chapter 11 focuses on mapping tools where they are available in CAQDAS 
packages. It follows on from the discussion of managing processes and interpreta-
tions through writing as these are inherently related activities. We discuss and illus-
trate many different starting points and uses for maps, illustrating how they can be 
manipulated to suit various needs.

Chapter 12 discusses tools for organising data by known characteristics. This includes 
discussion of socio-demographic characteristics and other factual features in data, 
including those identified through the processes of analysis. We outline the importance 
of organisation and how this reflects research design. We discuss ways of organising 
whole and parts of documents, and illustrate the uses of working in each way.

Chapter 13 reiterates that interrogation happens throughout analysis, sometimes 
using simple tools in optimal ways (as discussed in Chapter 8). We build on this to 
outline more complex query tools designed to help you interrogate the dataset in a 
range of deeper ways. We discuss the role of interrogation in moving on with analy-
sis, prioritising the incremental, iterative and repeatable nature of querying. We 
discuss ways to test theories, identify patterns and relationships, compare subsets 
and other interrogative options.

Chapter 14 concludes the book, presenting a brief round-up of our thinking. 
Entitled ‘Convergence, Closeness, Choice’, it discusses ways in which software func-
tionality is coming together, but also how individual tools maintain their distinctive-
ness. We discuss the contentious issue of whether software acts as a barrier between 
researchers and their tactile relationship with data, or brings them closer to materi-
als; we argue for the latter position. Above all, this chapter reinforces the threads 
common throughout: namely that you, as the researcher, remain in control of your 
methodological needs, your analytic strategies and your use of software. You have 
the choice of whether to use one of these customised tools in the first place; if you 
do, then which one; and once you have settled on a product, which tools within it 
to make use of, how, why and when.

CHAPTER EXERCISES AND THE COMPANION WEBSITE

All the task-based chapters (Chapters 4–13) include illustrations from our three case-study 
examples (described in Chapter 2). At the end of each chapter are exercises which can be followed 
using data from one of the case-study examples. Sample datasets can be downloaded from the 

companion website (www.uk.sagepub.com/silverlewins2e). The website includes step-by-step 
instructions for these exercises for most of the packages that we discuss in detail in the book. In 
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most cases, these have been developed in partnership with the respective developers, for which 
we are very grateful. These are updated regularly to take account of functionality changes in new 
releases. The website also contains a section on teamworking in the context of CAQDAS use, which 
is not discussed within the book itself.

Our ultimate aim

In illustrating examples of software use in different contexts through three distinct case-study 
examples we hope to paint a picture of some common aspects of analysis in the context of 
software tools so that you can draw out ideas about what might be useful in your own particular 
research. We understand that your choice of software may be limited within the constraints of 
local provision, but our purpose is to enable ambitious yet secure use of any CAQDAS package and 
the moulding of its functions to your needs, while also adding to your awareness of what other 
tools work well for particular contexts. We believe that a broad understanding of software pack-
ages other than the one you happen to be using will open up your thinking about your own work.

Above all, we see ourselves as ‘facilitators’ rather than ‘instructors’. The way we teach is 
informed by the belief that you are the expert about your project and your needs. We can show 
you tools, illustrate their benefits and caution against their potential limitations. We can make 
suggestions about their suitability (or not) for different approaches to data analysis. But you need 
to decide whether to use software at all – and if so, then which package. If you decide not to use 
software then you need to be able to justify this. If you decide to use software, you need to design 
a strategy for doing so within the parameters of your broader methodological context, specific 
analytic needs and any practical constraints within which you are working.

We hope this book will provide you with the context you need to frame your thinking about 
software, to give you insights into the way particular tools might be useful at various moments, 
and to heighten your reflection about the relationship between technology and methodology. 
More than anything else, we hope this book will inspire you to explore your data to greater 
depths, to experiment with software tools and to develop systematic and creative ways of con-
ducting robust and well-evidenced analysis.



1
Qualitative Data Analysis 

and CAQDAS

This chapter introduces the eclectic field of Computer Assisted Qualitative Data 
AnalysiS (CAQDAS) in the context of qualitative research methodology and the 
techniques of analysis generally. We discuss the practicalities of research in the soft-
ware context, outline some basic principles and distinctions which resonate 
throughout the book; discuss software developments, debates and functionality; and 
discuss selected qualitative approaches. The remaining chapters build from here, 
describing some core tasks you might undertake using CAQDAS packages, illus-
trated via three case-study examples (Chapter 2). Our overall emphasis is on the 
inherent fluidity between the processes involved in analysis and how customised 
CAQDAS packages reflect and reinforce them.

We discuss analysis in the context of technological possibilities. Table 1.1 lists 
common analytic tasks enabled by CAQDAS, but software itself does not dictate 
their sequencing, or whether certain tasks are undertaken or tools are used. These 
decisions rest entirely with you, informed by the interplay between methodology, 
analytic strategy, technology and practicality.

Table 1.1 Common tasks of analysis supported by CAQDAS packages

Task Analytic rationale 

Planning and managing your 
project 

Keep together the different aspects of your work. Aid continuity, 
and build an audit trail. Later, illustrate your process and your 
rigour through transparent writing. 

Writing analytic memos Manage your developing interpretations by keeping track of 
ideas as they occur, and building on them as you progress. 

Reading, marking and commenting 
on data 

Discover and mark interesting aspects in the data as you see 
them. Note insights as they strike you, linked to the data that 
prompted them – enabling retrieval of thoughts together with 
data. 

(Continued)
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Task Analytic rationale 

Searching (for strings, words, 
phrases etc.) 

Explore data according to their content. Discover how content 
differs across data and considering how familiarising with 
content helps you understand what is ‘going on’. 

Developing a coding schema Manage your ideas about your data by creating and applying 
codes (that represent themes, concepts, categories etc.). The 
structure and function of a coding scheme depends on 
methodology, analytic strategy and style of working. 

Coding Capture what is going on in your data. Bring together similar 
data according to themes, concepts etc. Generate codes from 
the data level (inductively) or according to existing ideas 
(deductively) as necessary; define the meaning and application 
of codes. 

Retrieval of 
coded segments 

Revisit coded data to assess similarity and difference, to 
consider how coding is helping your analysis, and prioritising 
‘where to go next’. 

Recoding Recode into broader or narrower themes or categories if 
appropriate and necessary. 
Perhaps bring data back together and think about them 
differently. 

Organisation of data Organise data according to known facts and descriptive features 
to allow consideration of how these aspects play a role in your 
understanding. 

Hyperlinking Link data to other data segments and/or to other files to track 
process, contradiction, association etc. 

Searching the database and the 
coding schema 

Test ideas, interrogate subsets for similarity and difference, 
identify anomalies, or generate another level of coding. 

Mapping Manage analytic processes by visualising connections, 
relationships, patterns, processes, ideas. 

Generating output Report on different aspects of your progress and the project at 
any stage. Save as files to capture status at an analytic stage, 
or to work in other applications. Print off to get away from the 
computer and think and work in more ‘traditional’ ways.

Table 1.1 (Continued)

Qualitative research and  
data analysis

Qualitative research is a broad field that crosses disciplinary, methodological and sector-
based boundaries, and it is important to acknowledge the variety contained within it. 
Different philosophical, theoretical and methodological traditions underpin the way 
researchers think about and do analysis. Much work has been done elsewhere to make 
sense of these – often competing and sometimes complementary – scientific principles. 
If you are new to the area we point you in the direction of the following in particular: 
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Bryman and Burgess (1994), Creswell (1998), Mason (2002), Bernard and Ryan 
(2010), Silverman (2010, 2011), Bazeley (2013) and Saldaña (2013). Neither the sci-
entific and philosophical principles nor the disciplinary and methodological subtleties 
within approaches to qualitative research and analysis are the focus of discussion in this 
book. However, reflecting on your ontological and epistemological standpoints (i.e. how 
you understand the world to work and how you believe it can be investigated) is impor-
tant in locating and justifying your research. In reading the literature you will come 
across many different terms used to define the context and manner of inquiry, including 
perspective, framework, approach, strategy, methodology, and method. There are no clear 
boundaries between or hierarchical structure to these terms; they overlap and are used 
differently in particular contexts. Categorisation of qualitative research in terms of data 
collection techniques has a long history, but detailed discussion concerning the processes 
and procedures involved in analysis (i.e. what we actually do) has only occurred more 
recently (Bryman and Burgess, 1994). This book discusses processes and procedures of 
analysis specifically in the context of customised software use. 

The extent of diversity in the field is well illustrated by comparing the work of 
three authors, all of whom wrote during the 1990s yet conceptualised qualitative 
research rather differently. Tesch (1990) distinguished 27 forms of qualitative 
research (see Figure 1.1; p. 23). Woolcott (1994) differentiated qualitative research 
strategies according to six styles of collecting data (archival strategies, interview strat-
egies, non-participant observation strategies, participant observation strategies, field 
study, ethnography). Miles and Huberman (1994: 7) argue that while a ‘core’ of 
recurring features exist across qualitative research, they are ‘configured and used dif-
ferently in any particular research tradition’. They distinguish between three tradi-
tions: interpretivism (including phenomenology, social interactionism, semiotics, 
deconstructionism, ethnomethodology and hermeneutics); social anthropology 
(including ethnography, life history, grounded theory, ecological psychology, narrative 
studies and case-study analysis; and collaborative social research (action research).

The range of ways used to describe qualitative research and analysis illustrates 
the difficulty of adequately reflecting the diversity in how general principles inter-
sect to result in specific strategies. Most authors concede there to be much overlap 
between the distinctions they draw; there is often even blurring between under-
standings amongst different authors using the same terms. Researchers combine 
data collection methods in qualitative research design and borrow elements from 
various approaches in developing specific strategies for investigating new social 
problems or for using different forms of data.

Problems in categorisation systems are illustrated particularly clearly in contem-
porary writings about mixed methods. As more authors enter the debate, a tendency 
to generate increasingly specific categorical systems to reflect diversity ensues. 
Increasingly subtle differentiations complexify to such a degree that the area can 
become more difficult to access for novice researchers. Nevertheless, broad over-
views and summaries are important in gaining entry to any field of scientific inquiry.

The use of customised software is not required in order to conduct robust analysis. 
But its use enables us to be more transparent in how we go about analysis because 
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the tasks we engage in, their sequence, role and documentation can be more easily 
illustrated than when working manually.

The practicalities of research in  
the software context

The availability of customised qualitative software occurred within a diverse meth-
odological field, which has only become more varied with digital technology, big 
data and the rise of applied, commercial and citizen-research. In addition there is 
increasing discussion of mixed methods approaches to research and analysis and the 
use of visual methods. Reflection about of the rise of qualitative software and the 
implications of its use must be done in the context of the practicalities of research, 
in which analysis is understood as a core activity throughout an iterative process.

Whatever the characteristics of a particular study, there are certain core ele-
ments involved in doing research. Planning is paramount (Box 1.1). Authors usually 
discuss several aspects in planning and conducting research. Mason (2002), for 
example, discusses ‘questions of strategy’, ‘generating qualitative data’, and ‘analys-
ing qualitative data’; Boolsen (2006) distinguishes between ‘problem formulation’, 
‘research design’, ‘data collection’ and ‘analysis’. In our experience researchers often 
plan data collection carefully, but neglect to put the same degree of effort into plan-
ning the analysis.

In the context of the use of software, much less has been written about research 
design than in relation to qualitative (and, increasingly, mixed methods) approaches 
more generally. Di Gregorio and Davidson (2008) wrote the first comprehensive 
discussion of research design in the specific context of software use that transcends 
individual products. In further opening up discussion about the role of software in 
designing and conducting research, we identify six key tasks in setting up a software 
project to reflect initial research design (Silver and Lewins, 2014). These tasks 
reflect the sense in which CAQDAS packages are essentially project management 
tools which can be used from the earliest moments of conceiving a research idea, 
through all the phases of planning and implementation of analysis to the tasks of 
writing up an account for publication, preparing for a conference presentation or 
organising a thesis (Chapter 2).

BOX 1.1   analytic notes

Research design and software project set-up

Designing a research project is all about planning how you intend to carry out the research. 
What methods of data collection or generation will you employ? Why? And what will be the 
implications of doing so? What restrictions are there on the way you will proceed, arising 
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from the circumstances in which you will work? What are the likely consequences of your 
design choices? What is your analytic focus likely to be? How will you handle changes in 
focus? These sorts of questions should guide the way you set up a software project. 
Although it is common to plan research, often this is done primarily in relation to data col-
lection. It is just as important, however, to plan the analysis. Using software from the outset 
will help with integrating all types of planning into your work. 

These tasks are: (i) managing and referencing literature; (ii) defining research 
topic and questions; (iii) representing theoretical frameworks; (iv) incorporating 
research materials; (v) defining factual features; (vi) developing analytical areas of 
interest. They are inherently interrelated, occurring in tandem rather than as dis-
crete stages. One of the main benefits of using qualitative software is that flexibility 
can be built into analytic designs to reflect changes as projects evolve. This is a com-
mon thread through this book. This way of thinking about setting up a software 
project emphasises the importance of making explicit what you plan to do and how 
you plan to do it. Woolf (2014a) describes these essential elements as the strategies 
and tactics of analysis.

Managing and referencing literature
Reviewing existing literature concerning your broad topic is a fundamental early 
task. Technological developments mean that this process is changing rapidly and 
significantly. Many journals have electronic versions providing free or easy access to 
full-text articles. Bibliographic software has developed to the point that it is quick 
and easy to transfer reference lists and online material directly into libraries, along 
with associated metadata. CAQDAS packages have also developed significantly in 
this area, with several now enabling the direct importation of PDF files and refer-
ences from bibliographic software. Conducting a literature review within qualitative 
software is not only feasible, but also incredibly useful. Chapter 5 distinguishes 
between direct and indirect handling of literature, via annotating and coding full-text 
articles and/or developing critical appraisals about and linking within and between 
them. However you chose to proceed, integrating literature with the rest of your 
work through a CAQDAS package enables you to later systematically compare 
existing literature with your analysis.

Formulating the research problem and defining  
the research questions

Formulating the research problem is more than just deciding on the topic. It is 
informed by your ontological and epistemological standpoint and your familiarisa-
tion with and critiquing of the literature, both of which help you rationalise why 
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the area you are interested in requires further research. If you use software to 
facilitate the literature review, it makes sense also to write up your formulation of 
the research problem and define the initial research questions within the software 
project (Chapter 5). You can thus be explicit about your interest, assumptions, 
expectations and prejudices and link your writing to the literature that contributes 
to your problem formulation.

Representing theoretical frameworks
Whether your intention is to work within a clear theoretical framework, perhaps 
through applying existing theory or testing hypotheses on new bodies of data or areas 
of conceptual interest, or to develop theory from empirical data, you will never be 
working within a theoretical vacuum. Contrasting ways of working can broadly be 
distinguished according to the direction you are working in; whether top-down 
(deductive) or bottom-up (inductive). These approaches, and their combination 
(abduction), are discussed in the context of coding in Chapter 7. Whatever its role, 
it is important to relate your conceptualisation of the research problem to existing 
theory, to represent that within the software project at the outset and reflect how it 
evolves during the project. That might happen via memo-writing (Chapter 10) and/
or the visualisation of theoretical contexts in visual maps (Chapter 11). You will be 
able to refer back to these ideas at later stages and compare initial assumptions and 
expectations with the analysis as you proceed.

Incorporating research materials
Data collection is all about constructing the best possible dataset in order to inves-
tigate the research problem. Under ideal circumstances, what data are required to 
answer the research questions? What data are available? Could you construct a suit-
able dataset from existing sources and conduct secondary analysis, or do you need 
to collect new data? What instruments will you use to generate new data if required? 
How will you ensure data are of sufficient quality? In the context of setting up a 
software project, you can create locations for storing data and other research mate-
rials early on (Chapter 5). You do not yet need to have data ready to incorporate. 
You may even change your mind and work with different materials later on, but 
thinking about data, how they are related to one another and how they will be 
handled as soon as possible is an important part of research design and software 
project set-up.

Defining factual features
Factual features are known characteristics about data and respondents (Chapter 
12). Depending on your design you may sample on this basis; for example, if con-
ducting a comparative case study in which you are focusing on two or more 


